Description and step by step instructions for iStudyArt

1. Description
iStudyArt is the perfect addition to a gallery experience for art lovers and art students alike. The
app allows individuals to record visual and text responses about any artwork or artefact on their
iPhone, collecting those entries in an easy to use library or gallery of favourite artworks.
Photograph details of the artwork and use the prompt questions to note your observations and
experiences. Create a record of choice works you see and keep them on your iPhone or share
them with others using the email or the print facility. Enables convenient and clear evidence of
your critical and analytical skills for examination students or just as an aide memoire to the images
you have seen. Compatible with siri.
When you are in an art gallery and want to record details and observations of what is in front of
you, iStudyArt offers you the chance to save your thoughts and responses with an image of the
artwork that you can share or keep on your iPhone. It is easy and it is effective having the freedom
to add and adjust your entries at anytime. With text corrections and with auto save functions it is
quick and easy.

2. Instructions on using the iStudyArt app
Step One: Choose the artwork, artefact from the exhibition or the studio you wish to add to your
iStudyArt library.
Step Two: Take photos of the work using the mobile device camera facility (img.1) – This begins
the process of creating an artcard. The photos you take can be made to your camera roll (img.2)
for choosing later or you can take one directly into the app. The user can scale and move the
image to get the right part (img.3)
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Taking photos and making selection
Take a range of photos so you can select the best one for the artcard entry, these photos will
appear in your camera roll (img.2).
Close up or slices of an artwork – up close details of the paintwork or surface of the work
Whole artwork cropped or with frames or the border

Take a photo of the plate next to the artwork – you can use this later to complete the artcard.
Either choose photos already taken – this doesn't limit you to one as these will be in your camera
roll. You can choose the one to represent the artwork on the artcard
Or take one shot

Step Three: Begin to enter the details about the artwork from the exhibit. (img.4)
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Step Four: Add your thoughts, feelings and critical responses to the artcard. This can take place
at any time, the app has auto save and you can adjust your artcard response entry at anytime.
Step Five: Share your artcard to others through email or yourself for printing. Your artcard will
print out with an image and all the responses that you have made. (img.5)
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The finished artcard can then be printed out with an image and the written responses that the use
has made. Here is an example from a Yr 12 student.

Artcards
An art card is the term for the entry you make when you select an artwork to write responses to
(img.6). The artcards you create are stored in the first section of the app. Once you have several
artcards you then create an artcard library or gallery that you can refer to/share/rework & adjust at

anytime. Your artcards can be valuable evidence of critical analysis of artwork viewed for a course
that you may study. Simply print out the artcard and attach it to your work.
For galleries and visitors to the galleries this email option allows for individuals to send their work
from the gallery to their home in a quick and easy step.
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